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Introduc7on  
 The emergence of e-commerce pla0orms decades ago drama3cally increased the availability of 
counterfeit goods worldwide. For this paper, I discuss the various methods Amazon.com, as the 
preeminent e-commerce pla0orm, uses to limit counterfeit goods. 

Legisla7on and Background  
 In Canada, counterfeit goods, where a seller sells a good under a trademark they do not hold, fall 
primarily under the Trademarks Act.  This would be the case where, for example, a counterfeiter sold 1

shirts with a “Nike” logo without Nike’s permission to do so. Sec3on 19 of the Trademarks Act provides 
the registered holder of the trademark exclusive right to the use of the mark.  Under sec3on 20(1), the 2

owner of a registered trademark has the right to its exclusive use, sale, distribu3on, adver3sement, 
manufacture, import, and export of any goods bearing that trademark.  While both sec3ons 19 and 20 3

deal with registered trademarks only, sec3on 7(c) provides some protec3on for unregistered trademarks 
by making it an offence to ‘pass off’ goods as those of another.  Under sec3on 51.01, any person who 4

commits an offence under the Trademarks Act is liable to penal3es of large fines or prison 3me.   5

 Counterfeiters may also be infringing copyright by using a company’s images in selling fraudulent 
goods. Addi3onally, where a counterfeit product does not display a trademarked name but rather copies 
a product’s appearance, it may be infringing an industrial design patent. These issues are regulated by 
legisla3on as well. 

 While this legisla3on exists, the mul3-na3onal nature of e-commerce pla0orms and trademark 
registra3on complicates the availability of remedies for rights holders. For example, a counterfeit good 
may be manufactured in one country by a company located in another country, and sold via a pla0orm 
based in a third country to a customer in a forth. Jurisdic3onal issues such as these provide an 
impera3ve for pla0orms to develop their own means of counterfeit redress. 

Amazon  
 Amazon is one of the world’s largest e-commerce pla0orms. Amazon’s an3-counterfeit measures 
are three-pronged: contract, li3ga3on, and machine-learning tools. Even with these tools, however, the 
brunt of costs and work fall on the seller to protect their intellectual property.  

 Third-party sellers make up over 50% of the sellers on Amazon. These third-party sellers use 
Amazon’s online infrastructure and may elect to use their fulfillment and shipping services. As affirmed 
by a United States Federal Court of Appeal, Amazon itself is not a ‘seller’ of any goods listed by these 
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third-party sellers.  This dis3nc3on protects Amazon from being held responsible for counterfeit goods 6

sold on their pla0orm and fulfilled through their shipping centres.  

 Addi3onally, when a seller sells goods on Amazon, the seller’s conduct is primarily governed by 
their contract with Amazon. Per Amazon’s An3-Counterfei3ng Policy, “[t]he sale of counterfeit products 
is strictly prohibited. Failure to abide by this policy may result in loss of selling privileges, funds being 
withheld, and destruc3on of inventory in our possession,”.  This policy further reduces Amazon’s liability 7

as being complicit in selling counterfeit goods and also allows for the company to ban sellers as they see 
fit.  

 Despite the legal protec3on Amazon has afforded itself through past li3ga3on and its seller 
policies, in 2019 Amazon disclosed to its investors that counterfei3ng poses a business risk, as the 
company says it “could face civil or criminal liability for the unlawful ac3vi3es by our sellers”.  Recently, 8

and perhaps due to the growing understanding of this risk, Amazon has partnered with several third-
party sellers in li3ga3on against counterfeiters. Whether Amazon joins in on a lawsuit appears to be 
based on the scale of counterfei3ng, size of the brand, and the egregious acts of the defendants, such as 
crea3ng mul3ple selling accounts aeer being banned by the website.   9

 Amazon has also launched several tools to combat the sale of counterfeit goods on their 
website. The company claims that in 2018, they invested $400 million in an3-counterfei3ng and fraud 
machine-learning tools and blocked 3 billion lis3ngs from their stores.  The main projects Amazon has 10

are “Transparency”, and “Project Zero”.  

 Transparency is a barcode based system where each item a company sells is marked with a 
product-specific barcode.  Amazon distributors scan the barcodes to ensure only those legi3mate and 11

registered items are sent to customers.  The issue is that the actual item inside the packaging is not 12

barcoded and that the company is required to pay a few cents per item. Project Zero is a machine 
learning system that sweeps Amazon lis3ngs for registered brands each day to confirm that these lis3ngs 
are connected to appropriate sellers, and allows the registered sellers to remove infringing lis3ngs.   13

  These tools require a company to have an ac3vely registered text or design-based trademark, 
which is visible on the product and packaging, and that only the rights-holder apply for the programs.  14
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The programs are also only available in certain countries. This may be a barrier to companies that are not 
at the stage of trademark registra3on, sell products without the trademark visible, or where the rights-
holder is no longer with the company.  

Conclusion  
 Amazon’s mul3-pronged approach to counterac3ng counterfeit goods is laudable. This is 
especially true considering that the trademark law currently in place was not developed to address e-
commerce's unique issues, including its mul3-jurisdic3onal nature. The sheer scale of Amazon’s 
marketplace, and its dependence on its third-party sellers, makes decreasing counterfei3ng a huge task.  

 Despite Amazon’s innova3ve tools and an overall reduc3on in counterfei3ng, barriers for sellers 
remain. Amazon has protected itself from being deemed a seller of any counterfeit items sold by third-
par3es. Addi3onally, its counterfeit protec3on tools require sellers to take ac3ve steps to register their 
brands, and in some cases, pay, for the IP protec3on tools. As Amazon, and other e-commerce pla0orms, 
notably Alibaba, con3nue to develop increasingly sophis3cated tools for targe3ng counterfeit goods, 
counterfeiters may react in kind, or this form of intellectual property infringement may be on the way 
out for major e-commerce pla0orms. 


